Eric + Jessica

about us
We met over ten years ago through friends at a
fundraiser. We instantly bonded over the fact that
Lord of the Rings was back in theaters, but that
was only the beginning and a good excuse to exchange phone numbers! We quickly learned we
are right for each other, and got married a few
years later. Over the years, we have expanded
our family to include two sweet dogs. Lola, a West
Highland white terrier, is independent and loves
to chase bunnies when not sunning herself. Maya,
a rescued gray Schnauzer mix, is affectionate, loves to give kisses, and sits patiently for veggies off the cutting
board.
Jessica has worked since graduating college, currently as a legal assistant for a law firm. She takes pride in
being active, like practicing yoga and running half and full marathons. She also makes time to sit down with a
good book. When not doing those activities, Jessica loves the daily tending of our home.
Eric has been an engineer for the same utility company since graduating in 2008. Since then he has continued
learning about his various interests, including technology and woodworking. He is a regular at a muay thai
workout class and likes to join Jessica to practice yoga.
As a couple, we love to travel and experience new places. One of our favorite memories is hiking Mount Tallac,
a 10 mile round trip with over 3,000 feet elevation climb, ending with us overseeing Lake Tahoe. It was a long,
tough hike, and the best part was finding a local restaurant for a big burger and some fries after!

About Eric About Jessica
written by Jessica

When I initially met Eric,
the first thing I noticed
was how he smiles with his
eyes. He instantly exuberates friendliness and comfort. He is patient, non-judgmental, methodical, a wonderful listener, and someone who would fix everyone’s
problems if he could. Even Eric’s faults are his strengths.
He is his own harshest critic and is always striving to
improve himself. It astounds me that someone who is so
accomplished and is such a good person at heart is still
constantly trying to be a better person.
Eric has always valued quality time with family and
friends above anything else. There are already numerous activities he can visualize doing with his child, like
building things in the garage, doing science experiments, and baking “mistake” cookies that must be
immediately eaten. There is no doubt, and I knew the
moment I met him, how strong of a hands-on father
and role-model he will be.

written by Eric

As soon as I met her, I knew
Jessica was special. She has
a sparkle in her eye, a laugh,
and smile that just charms
and captures me. She has
a love for life that I am lucky to be able to be part of.
I have been with her through job changes, a move
to a new city, and our repeated pregnancy losses.
She never ceases to amaze me with her determination, wit, kindness, and desire to help others. When I
first met Jessica she was just getting out on her own
and was paying off her student loans, but still worked
hard to find ways to give gift cards as a thank-you to
her employees. She gives of herself constantly and is
always thinking of others. She brings so much life into
our home, such as when she starts randomly dancing
and singing around the house, in the middle of whatever she is doing! Jessica is a great person, and I couldn’t
have ever imagined I’d find someone like her to spend
my life with.

our family
There’s never a dull moment together with
Jessica’s family. Her Dad and Eric have learned
that it is enjoyable to observe the fun chaos that
is Jessica’s interaction with her mom and sisters.
The conversation meanders, jumps from topic
to topic, and randomly returns to a topic that
seemed to be bypassed ten minutes prior! It is
always great to visit her family’s place, because
you can rely on seeing her dad using his tractor
for some house maintenance, her mom tending
the flower beds, her middle sister throwing a
Frisbee, her youngest sister dancing to music, and
as many dogs as people running around in the
yard! Eventually family time becomes everyone
- dogs included - climbing on her parents’ boat
and listening to music while laughing and talking.
The end of the day is a grill-cooked meal served
around the dinner table with everyone recapping
the day and planning the next time we will get
together.
Eric’s family represents a different kind of busy fun.
Whenever we get together with either of Eric’s
siblings we are greeted enthusiastically by our
young nieces and nephews. From cheering them
on at their sporting events, to reading books with
the little ones, there is never a dull moment. The
latest favorite gathering was the first annual ping
pong tournament when we hosted his family. We
converted our garage into a giant game room,
with ping pong, connect-four, pick-up-sticks, and
crafts. When the kids were not decorating their
own ping pong paddles, everyone played in
a fun tournament, trying to win the trophy and
bragging rights. It is hard to know who got the
biggest kick out of the party; the kids or the adults!

Jessica and her sister at the finish line

Shopping for spices with Eric’s brother and family

Eric’s sister and family enjoying the outdoors

Eric’s mom and dad on
the dance floor

Jessica’s sister ready for prom

Our niece wanted to hold our hands

Being cheesy with dad and sister!

Morning coffee with sisters!

Jessica’s mom and dad ready for date night
Family kayak trip!

Family triathlon day!

our home
We live in a quiet ranch home in a suburb of a major city.
It is a family-friendly development, and neighborhood kids
are always out playing. The school district is highly rated,
which was an important factor in our choosing to live in
this area. We love to take our dogs to the numerous parks
and walking trails that are nearby.
Our home is an extension of ourselves, full of life, laughter, and memories. When indoors we almost always have
music playing, and when the weather allows we open the
windows for lots of fresh air. We cook dinner most nights,
occasionally attempting new recipes. We’ve learned to
make sure we have a ‘backup’ frozen pizza just in case
the recipe doesn’t work out!

fun facts & hobbies
} We have explored five
countries and 16 states

} We enjoy cooking new recipes together
} Jessica considers herself an ‘ice cream
connoisseur’

} Eric was born on a Friday the 13th,
making it a lucky day

} Our favorite date night is staying
home with pizza and a movie

} Jessica likes live theater, country music,
and psychological thriller novels

} Eric likes documentaries, fantasy books,
and sci-fi action shows

Snorkel time!

Canoe trip with the pups

Climbing Mount Tallac

Maya and Lola enjoying
the canoe ride

Enjoying a good book together

Helmet diving in the Pacific!

a note from us

Dear Birth Parent(s),
Thank you for taking the time to learn a bit about us. We
have nothing but respect for you and the decision you are
making. Life has connected us on this journey and we are
honored that you have considered us. Although we have
not been able to have our own biological children, we are
ready to open our hearts and expand our family. We value
working hard and continually learning so we can play, relax,
and have new experiences. We will carry that lifestyle forward.

Eric and Jessica

Why adoption?
We are determined to become parents and raise a family. In the last five
years we have had eight pregnancies and all have resulted in miscarriage.
Our dream to be parents led us to work with several specialists. After countless
tests and procedures no doctor has been able to explain why this happens.
Life has taught us everything happens for a reason and our path has led us to
adopt. Our families are supportive of our decision, and we know that bringing a
child into our home would bring us and everyone in our lives happiness. We will
welcome a child of any race into our lives, and know that skin is only the surface
of who and what each of us are. We know we are ready for the challenges and
joys that a family of our own will provide.
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